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Abs t rac t 
This thesis describes the development of a new approach to tackle the Unit Com-
mitment Problem (UCP) by combining Genetic Algorithm (GA) w i t h Dynamic Pro-
gramming (DP). 
U C P is a non-linear discrete opt imizat ion problem w i t h the objective to minimize the 
to ta l costs of the scheduling of thermal power units, involv ing mul t ip le constraints 
which must not be violated. I t is very hard to solve because of the extremely large 
number of possible schedules and the large set of constraints. 
Being a techinque inspired by the biological evolut ion in the nature, G A has been 
successfully empolyed i n solving opt imizat ion problems. I n this thesis, a specific 
crossover operator, the Dynamic Programming Crossover (DPX), is introduced, 
which explores the gene sets in the constrained search space w i thou t using any 
penalty functions or repair algori thms. The corresponding representations and al-
gori thms are presented in this thesis. 
Computat ional tests were carried out for short- term planning on medium-sized sys-
tems. Satisfactory outcomes were obtained and reported in comparison w i t h past 
results. 
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There are many different kinds of problems in the field of combinator ia l opt imizat ion. 
Among them, the Un i t Commitment Problem (UCP) is one of the most interesting 
and challenging. U C P is wel l-known i n the power industry, not only because of its 
importance in saving mil l ions of dollars per year i n product ion costs, bu t also its r ich 
varieties of constraints and complexity which make i t wor th of academic research. 
Similar to other combinator ia l opt imizat ion problems, various techniques have been 
proposed to solve the UCP, ranging f rom the most naive complete enumerat ion to 
the most recent connectionlist approach; f rom f ind ing exact solutions to heuristic 
results. Some of the methods are promising but some seem to per form only fa i r ly 
well. 
Dynamic Programming (DP) and Genetic A lgo r i t hm (GA) are among the candidates 
for U C P solutions. A t first sight these two approaches look as i f they differ a lot 
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i n many aspects. D P is comparat ively slow in searching whi le G A is usually faster. 
Wh i le op t ima l solut ion is obtained in DP, global opt imums are not guaranteed in 
GA. 
However, their differences could be an asset i f they are pu t together, since they are 
complementary to each other. A n idea proposed i n X . Q. Cai's work ing paper [10 
remarked th is point and its capacity to solve combinator ia l opt imizat ion problem 
has been fur ther i l lust rated in [22] in which the Travel ing Salesman Problem (TSP) 
has been tackled. I t is therefore hoped that this approach could probably shed some 
lights i n the U C P as well. 
1.1 T h e Goa l 
The goal of this work is to investigate the combinat ion of G A and D P in solving the 
UCP. I n this thesis, the fol lowing main questions are asked and t r ied to answer: 
1. Wha t is the appropriate way of G A / D P combination? 
2. Does the combinat ion of G A and DP really work for UCP? 
3. How is the performance when compared w i t h other schemes? 
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1.2 T h e W o r k of t he Thesis 
The work of this thesis may be summarized as follows: 
1. L i terature review is done to provide a br ief h istory of the UCP. 
2. The U C P is formulated mathematical ly. 
3. The D P and G A methods are examined separately. 
4. The details of inclusion of D P as a fo rm of operator into G A is expressed in terms 
of a model as well as an algor i thm. 
5. C programs are w r i t t en to implement the algor i thm. 
6. Experiments are performed to assess the performance of the new a lgor i thm by 
comparing w i t h the results given in past l i terature. 
7. Conclusion is made based on the findings. 
1.3 Layou t of Thesis 
The first chapter in this thesis is a general in t roduct ion. The next chapter describes 
the U C P together w i t h a br ief l i terature review on the various solut ion methods. 
The techiques of G A and D P w i l l be explained in much more details in chapter 3 
and 4 respectively. I n chapter 5, the new D P crossover operator (DPX) is presented. 
Implementat ion is given in chapter 6 and the experimental results are provided in 
9 
j chapter 7. F ina l ly the thesis concludes w i t h a summary of the contr ibut ions of this 
i 
1 
work and a discussion of areas for fur ther study i n the last chapter. 
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Chapter 2 
The Unit Commitment Problem 
2.1 W h a t is U C P ? 
I n the real wor ld, the demand for electricity in a ci ty or region varies over t ime. 
I t is thus obvious that keeping al l the generating uni ts 'on' over al l t imes wastes a 
huge amount of energy. However, the determinat ion of which un i t should be on or 
off so as to achieve an economical operat ion is very di f f icul t indeed. The problems 
is known as the Un i t Commitment Problem (UCP) . 
U C P belongs to the class of complex non-linear combinator ia l opt imizat ion prob-
lems. I t is about the scheduling of generating units w i t h i n a power system over a 
certain p lanning horizon. The objective is to minimize the to ta l costs subject to a 
large set of operat ing constraints. The decision variables include, for example, the 
selection of uni ts to be on or off, the power generation for each units, the reserve, 
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the type of fuel, etc. For a short t e rm planning of problems, the usual t ime of span 
is not more than 1 week (168 hours). 
The terms 'on' and 'up' , ,off, and 'down', 'power' and ' load' w i l l be used interchange-
ably in the fol lowing discussion when appropriate. 
2.1 .1 W h y is U C P d i f f i c u l t ? 
According to [2} and [39], the fol lowing factors increases the diff icult ies of UCP: 
1. The combinator ia l nature of the problem. 
2. Non-l inear relationships between load and costs. 
3. A very large set of constraints. 
4. Uncerta inty over forecasted demand. 
5. Different types of energy source (coal ,oil, gas, hydro and nuclear). 
2.1.2 Cos ts 
The to ta l product ion costs of the entire power system can be grouped into the 
fol lowing categories: 
F u e l Cos ts : They are functions of the amount of the power generated and the fuel 
price. The common functions of the fuel cost w i t h respect to power are in the 
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fo rm of polynomials. For example, 
Cost 二 a + b.P + c.p2 
where a, 6，c are constants, and P is the power generated. 
S t a r t - u p Cos ts : Star t -up costs are costs incurred when a down un i t is re-started 
up (because fuel has to be heated to raise the temperature of the boiler back 
to its operat ing point ) . The costs usually depend on how long the un i t has 
been down. The longer a un i t has been down, the higher the costs w i l l be. 
S h u t - d o w n Cos ts : Contrary to star t -up costs, shut-down costs result f rom the 
shut-down of runn ing units. I n practice, they are often taken as fixed amounts 
or even sometimes neglected. 
The sum of start-up costs and shut-down costs are also called the transition costs 
as they are incurred between the t rans i t ion of states (on/of f ) of the units. 
Fuel costs are functions of the state of the uni ts at a certain hour. They depends 
neither on the history nor the future commitments of the units. Transi t ion costs are 
functions of states of successive hours. They are affected by the past commitments 
of the units. 
2.1.3 C o n s t r a i n t s 





D e m a n d C o n s t r a i n t As the name implies, the to ta l power suppied by the system 
at any t ime must exceed or equal to the demand load. 
R e s e r v e C o n s t r a i n t Part of the capacity of the uni ts is reserved to cater for un-
predictable load fluctuations, which means the reserved capacity cannot be 
counted to meet the demand. 
G e n e r a t i o n C o n s t r a i n t There are upper and lower l imi ts on the power genera-
t ions of every un i t which should not be violated i f i t is on. 
F i x e d P o w e r C o n s t r a i n t A un i t may be pre-scheduled w i t h its power generation 
being fixed for a specified period. 
M i n i m u m - u p T i m e C o n s t r a i n t A un i t must be on over a certain per iod before 
i t can be shut down. 
M i n i m u m - d o w n T i m e C o n s t r a i n t S imi lar ly to the M in imum-up T ime Constraint , 
a un i t must be off for a certain per iod before i t can be started again. 
M u s t - r u n C o n s t r a i n t Some units are pre-scheduled to remain 'on' at certain 
times. 
M u s t - d o w n C o n s t r a i n t Some units are on maintenance and must be off at certain 
times. 
P l a n t C r e w C o n s t r a i n t The number of uni ts tha t can start at any t ime in a 
power plant may be restricted due to l im i ted crew size. 
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i • 
I 、 B o t h the demand and the reserve constraints concern the system as a whole and 
i sometimes called the system or global constraints. The remain ing ones are related 
i to the characteristics of ind iv idua l units. They are the local constraints. 
.1 
2.2 M a t h e m a t i c a l F o r m u l a t i o n 
Let us take 1 hour as the un i t of t ime for scheduling. I n general, there are 2 kinds of 
costs, the fuel cost and the t rans i t ion cost, as we have mentioned above. A symbol 
l ist for the formulat ion is provided here: 
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Symbol Meaning 
M to ta l number of hours 
N to ta l number of uni ts 
X i j on-ofF state ( o n = l , o f f=0) of un i t j at hour i 
Xi = {xii,..., XiN) on-off state of a l l uni ts at hour i 
Xo state of a l l uni ts at the hour just before the scheduling 
F^j the power generated at hour i by un i t j 
F{Xi) fuel cost incurred at state Xi 
T { X i - i , X i ) Transi t ion cost incurred between states X “ i and X i 
j ^ j up-down status of un i t j at hour i 
j i j > 0 means the un i t j has been up for |7i j | hours up to hour i 
^ij < 0 means the un i t j has been down for \ j i j \ hours up to hour i 
r^ = (7 i i , . . . ， 7 i i v ) up-down states of al l uni ts up to hour i 
Fo up-down status of a l l uni ts at the hour just before the scheduling 
C(Xi) op t ima l costs f rom hour 1 up to hour i w i t h Xi as the zth state 
Di demand at hour i 
Pij power generated by un i t j at hour i 
Pj lower l im i t of the operat ing output of un i t j 
~Pj upper l im i t of the operat ing output of unit j 
Ri reserve capacity at hour i 
Pf- fixed power at hour i for un i t j {FPij may be 0 
MinUpTimej m i n i m u m up- t ime for un i t j 
V 
MinDwonTimej m i n i m u m down-t ime for un i t j 
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Crewj max imum number of crew for operat ion at hour i 
Consider the s i tuat ion at hour M. There are many possible on-off state at this 
stage. Let us denote them by X | ^ . The superscript k denotes the k t h possible 
on-off state. Given a X ^ , there exists a par t icu lar pa th X f , X | , . . . , X ^ of which 
the to ta l costs up to hour M is opt imal . Using the symbols defined above, the 
corresponding op t imum cost for X ^ can be w r i t t en as C ^ ^ . 
Since we just want to find the op t ima l cost bu t are not interested i n what X % 
should be, the op t imum is s imply m i n C ( X ^ ) , or m i n C(X]vf) provided that we 
understand X^ represents just a possibe state at hour M. 
Given the in i t i a l condit ions Xo and Fo, the U C P can be stated mathemat ical ly as: 
m i n C ^ X u ) 
XM 
subject to 
A set of constraints 
The constraints described in the section 2.1.3 can be formulated as follows: 
D e m a n d Const ra in t 
N . 
Y^ ^ i j P i j > Di Vz 
j=i 
Reserve Const ra in t 
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( E B ) - f > 2 H z vz 
j = i j = i 
G e n e r a t i o n C o n s t r a i n t 
Pj < Pzj < Pj Vz, j 
F i x e d P o w e r C o n s t r a i n t 
Py=Pf] Vz , j 
M i n i m u m - u p T i m e C o n s t r a i n t 
{xi-i^ j ) ( l - oo^i] - MinUpTimej) > 0 
On ly when the state of a un i t changes f rom 1 to 0 should we have to check this 
constraint. The product of the values i n the first and the second brackets is 1 only 
when Xi- i^ j = 1 and Xi j = 0. I t is equal to 0 otherwise. The t h i r d bracket determine 
whether the up- t ime is greater than that required. 
M i n i m u m - d o w n T i m e C o n s t r a i n t 
(1 — Xi-i^ j ) { ^ i j ) i 7 i j + MinDownTimej) < 0 
Only when the state of a un i t changes f rom 0 to 1 should we have to check this 
constraint. The product of the values i n the first and the second brackets is 1 only 
18 
1 
I when Xi-x, j = 0 and Xij 二 1. I t is equal to 0 otherwise. The t h i r d bracket determine 
t 






M u s t - r u n C o n s t r a i n t 
1 
i 
Xij = 1 for some i, j 
M u s t - d o w n C o n s t r a i n t 
Xij = 0 for some i, j 
P l a n t C r e w C o n s t r a i n t 
N 
y^ Xij < Crewi for some i 
i=l 
2.3 L i t e r a t u r e Rev iew 
Different methods to solve the U C P have been proposed over the last three decades. 
Th is section provides a br ief summary of the major ones. 
2 . 3 . 1 E x h a u s t i v e E n u m e r a t i o n 
The exhaustive enumeration is the most naive but the most direct and complete 
method. By calculat ing the to ta l costs for every possible combinations and checking 
the feasibil ity, the op t ima l solut ion can then be found by comparison. 
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、 The drawback of exhaustive enumerat ion is obvious: combinatorial explosion. Con-
sider a prob lem of scheduling M un i ts i n N hours. Since each un i t can be of only 2 
states: either 0 or 1，there w i l l be 2 ^ possible states at each hour. Therefore, there 
are to ta l l y ( 2 ^ ) ^ different possible solut ions irrespective of i ts feasibi l i ty. 
A simple example can tel l . I n a 24-hour / lO-un i t problem: we have 2^^0 possible 
solutions. Suppose i t takes 10—9 second for evaluat ing the costs and test ing the fea-
s ib i l i ty for one solut ion, wh ich is considered a reasonable speed by present standard. 
A computa t ion t ime of approx. 5.6 X 10^^ years w i l l be needed for one complete 
emunerat ion! 
2.3.2 P r i o r i t y L i s t 
I n th is method, un i ts are prearranged i n an order of the i r respective costs w i t h the 
more economical ones being given higher pr ior i t ies. The rank ing process is usual ly 
based on some heurist ic rules. The h igh ly- ranked uni ts w i l l be commi ted first. 
Results can be obta ined very quickly by p r i o r i t y l ist method. However, solutions 
w i t h relat ively higher p roduc t ion costs are not uncommon [21 . 
There are variat ions on th is technique. I n [27] the cr i ter ion for p lacing ind iv idua l 
uni ts for various p r io r i t y levels is the average incremental p roduc t ion costs. I n 
'35] the generating uni ts were sub-div ided in to "classes" on the basis of s imi lar 
characteristics. Pr io r i t i za t ion of the uni ts was then carr ied out w i t h i n each class. 
2] proposed a modi f ied method by decomposing the uni ts in to groups according to 
thei r i npu t -ou tpu t characteristics. Each group is represented by one sample un i t . I t 
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helps i n reducing the number of uni ts and thus the search space. Similar concept 
was also used by [38] i n which the most inefficient commi t ted uni ts were replaced 
by other of f-duty uni ts i n the refinement of sub-opt imal schedule. 
Moreover, the heuristics of ordering can also be translated into rules and executed 
as an expert system as shown in [34 . 
2.3.3 L a n g r a g i a n R e l a x a t i o n 
The Langragian Relaxat ion (LR) method adds Lagrange mul t ip l iers and penalty 
terms to fo rm the Langragian funct ion. The U C P is decomposed into smaller sub-
problems, w i t h one for each un i t , which are more manageable than the master prob-
lem. Near-opt imal solutions are obtained for each subproblem independently. A 
new approach by Langragian Relaxat ion was in t roduct ion i n [30]. Th is paper devel-
oped a dual opt imizat ion a lgor i thm as wel l as a mathamat ica l model which included 
the transmission capacity l imi ts , regulat ion reserve requirements, transmission losses 
and fuel constraints. 
2.3.4 N e u r a l N e t w o r k 
The neural networks are often used together w i t h expert systems or dynamic pro-
gramming for a near-opt imal solution. I n [26] a two-stage neural network was used 
as the global optmizat ion support to speed up the commitment process by a rule-
based system. A pre-determined schedule was generated according to the input load 
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profile. 
Research reveals tha t neural networks can store the exist ing dai ly scheduling infor-
mat ion for fu ture use and hence effectively avoid the redundancy involved in the 
programming. However, t ra in ing and parameter tun ing for the neural networks are 
normal ly required. 
2.3.5 Gene t i c A l g o r i t h m s 
Genetic A lgor i thms (GA) can be viewed as a general-purpose search technique. I n 
.40] a G A was developed to solve an economic disptach problem which is similar to 
the UCP. Two different encoding techniques were adopted and compared. I n [3] two 
G A solutions were presented. [13] discussed the appl icat ion of G A to determine the 
short - term commitment of thermal units. 
The G A method w i l l be fur ther elaborated in chapter 3. 
2.3.6 D y n a m i c P r o g r a m m i n g 
When Dynamic Programming (DP) is applied to the UCP, each stage represents a 
certain t ime interval e.g. one hour. Each state is the combinations o f t h e on/o f f state 
of ind iv idua l uni ts w i t h i n a stage. D P can proceed i n either forward or backward 
direction. Forward D P starts at the in i t ia l stage by accumulat ing to ta l operat ing 
costs. The opt imal schedule is found by backtracking f rom the last to the in i t ia l 
stage. 
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I n [37] fuzzy logic was incorporated w i t h DP. The errors in the forecasted hour ly 
loads can be taken into account by using fuzzy set. [19] enhanced the D P method 
by designating the least cumulat ive cost predecessor as the pa th to the pr imary 
state for a combinat ion and also defines secondary states of the same combinat ion 
by saving al l other predecessor paths. 
Nevertheless, the so called curse of dimensionality is the ma in disadvantage. When 
the search space becomes very large, the t ime taken by D P w i l l be unreasonably 
long. I n some applications, heurist ic techniques are adopted to reduce the search 
space. 






3.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Genetic A lgor i thms (GAs) are inspired by the evolut ion i n nature. Though the 
range of areas i n which GAs can be appl ied is quite broad, they have been used to 
solve opt imizat ion problems in recent years. 
I n Darwin 's wel l -known The Origin of Species, i t was stated that natura l populat ions 
evolved based on the principle of natural selection. GAs t r y to imi ta te this process 
by encoding the potent ia l solutions to a problem in a chromosome-like structure and 
apply ing recombinat ion operators just like what the nature does. 
The te rm genetic a lgor i thm has two different interpretat ions by researchers [14]: one 
is a specific adaptive p lan based a canonical model which was first introduced and 
investigated by J. Hol land [20 . 
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The other interpretat ion, in a broader sense of the te rm apart f rom the t rad i t iona l 
j 
one, means a class of algor i thms which util izes the evolut ion of populat ions of strings 
( 
and recombinat ion operators. I t may also refer to any populat ion-based model in 
which selection and various recombinat ion operators are used to generate new sample 
points in a search space. 
3.1 .1 O u t l i n e o f T r a d i t i o n a l G A 
Here are the ma in steps in a t rad i t iona l GA. 
1. In i t ia l ize a random popula t ion P{t) at t ime t. 
2. Evaluate fitness of a l l indiv iduals in P{t). 
3. Select a sub-populat ion P'(t) for offspring product ion. 
4. App l y crossover to the selected parents in P'(t). 
5. App l y muta t ion to the mated populat ion. 
6. Evaluate the new fitness. 
7. Select the survivors to fo rm the new popula t ion P{t + 1). 
8. Repeat 3-7 un t i l the termainat ion cr i ter ia are fulf i l led. 
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3.2 Basic elements 
3.2 .1 C o d i n g 
I n G A , a potent ia l solut ion is represented by a set of parameters which are known as 
genes or genotypes. The genes are jo ined togehter to fo rm a higher level structure, 
chromosome which is also referred as phenotype. Indiv iduals w i t h their own chro-
mosomes fo rm a large popula t ion set. A linear st r ing is a very common structure 
for encoding a chromosome. 
3.2.2 F i t ness F u n c t i o n 
I n nature, whether a chromosome is ' f i t ' enough to survive is relative to the standard 
set by the environment. I n GA , a fitness function is assigned to every chromosome to 
reflect its characteristics and performance. The construct ion of the fitness funct ion 
is highly problem-dependent and arbi t rary. I n opt imizat ion problem, the fitness 
funct ion is related to the objective funct ion. 
3.2.3 Se lec t i on a n d R e p r o d u c t i o n 
I n order to ensure improvement over generations, the selection process must attach 
to a principle: the more fit an ind iv idua l is, the greater i t w i l l be chosen as parent for 
reproduct ion. Indiv iduals are selected f rom the populat ion according to their fitness 
and then recombined to produce new indiv iduals w i t h different chromosomes. The 
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reproduced ones are called offsprings and fo rm the next generation. 
The recombinat ion process is carried out by a crossover operator. I t is named 
crossover because in canonical G A model w i t h linear encoding, two chromosome 
strings are taken and cut at some chosen site, producing one head segment and 
one ta i l segment f rom each parent. The ta i l segments are then swapped over to 
produce two new offsprings. Th is k i nd of crossover operat ion is called the single 
point crossover, an example of which can be found in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: Crossover example 
chromosome 
parent A 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
parent B 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
crossover site * 
chi ld A 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
chi ld B 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
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M u t a t i o n is appl ied after reproduct ion and works w i t h a single chromosome, in-'I •) 
I t roduc ing diversity i n a populat ion. Under muta t ion , the genes of a chromosome 
is changed w i t h a smal l probabi l i ty . There are several k inds of mutat ions, e.g. 
i 
丨 posit ion-based muta t ion and order-based mutat ion. Table 3.2 is an example for a 
posit ion-based mu ta t i on for a b inary st r ing chromosome. 
Table 3.2： M u t a t i o n example 
chromosome 
or ig inal chromosome 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
mu ta t ion site * 
muta ted chromosome 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
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3.2.5 R e p l a c e m e n t 
；j 
• i 
A f te r reproduct ion and muta t ion , a l l or some of the indivduals i n the older gener-
' i 
I a t ion may be replaced by the entire or par t of the popu la t ion of the newly formed 
I 
I 
offsprings. The propor t ion of ind iv iduals to be replaced i n each generation is called 
as the generation gap. W h e n the generation gap is equal to 1, the whole popu la t ion 
1 w i l l be replaced by the offsprings. A new generation is formed after the replacement 
has been finished. 
3.2.6 Ep i s tas i s 
The ma in components mentioned above, l ike encoding, evaluat ion funct ion, crossover 
and muta t ion operators, are very often problem dependent There is no hard and 
fast rule for the constructions of them. General principles exist bu t may change 
f rom case to case. 
GAs are widely used for non-l inear op t imiza t ion problems. I n these problems, the 
interactions among the parameters of different decision variables are so great that 
i t is almost impossible to consider them independently. Th is k i n d of interact ion is 
called epistasis, which is one of the reasons why t rad i t iona l op t im iza t ion techiques 
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I 3 .2.7 A S i m p l e E x a m p l e 
' i 
i 





1 Let the chromosome st ructure be a l inear b inary s t r ing of 8 bi ts. Suppose the more 
I: 
i ，r the chromosome has, the bet ter i t w i l l be. Hence, we can define 
Fitness = Number of 'l's 
Obviously the op t ima l solut ion i n th is example is the s t r ing ,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1，with 
fitness = 8. 
The f irst step is to generate a popu la t ion of str ings randomly. There are to ta l l y 256 







‘ Table 3.3: I n i t i a l generation 
;j 




chromosome 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 
chromosome 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 
chromosome 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 
• t 
:| chromosome 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 
:_i 
I 
1 average fitness 3.5 
, i 




The probab i l i t y of the indiv iduals ' being selected as parents depends on their fit-
i 






Table 3.4: Selection example 
I 
chromosome fitness 
parent 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 











^ Table 3.5: Crossover example 
^ 
The posi t ion between b i t 5 and b i t 6 is randomly chosen as the crossover site: 
：] chromosome fitness 
1 
.,-j 
j parent 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 
:j 
i 
I parent 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 
crossover site * 
chi ld 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 
chi ld 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 6 
j I t can be observed i n th is stage that alhough chi ld 1 has a lower fitness than its 





丨 Table 3.6: M u t a t i o n example 
Suppose only chi ld 2 is selected for mutat ion. 
chromosome fitness 
chi ld 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 6 
muta t ion site * 
chi ld i 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 7 
i 
• , • 
Af ter the fifth b i t i n the chromosome has been swapped f rom '0' to '1'. chi ld 2 is 
found to have a greater fitness. 
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Suppose the generation gap is one, i.e., a l l parents w i l l be replaced by their children. 
The new generation becomes: 




chromosome 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 
j i 
I chromosome 2' 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 7 
chromosome 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 
i chromosome 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 
! 
I average fitness 3.75 
Af ter jus t 1 generation of G A , the best ind iv idua l i n the popu la t ion is chromosome 
2, which has a higher fitness (7), than that o f t h e previous generation (5). Moreover, 
the new average fitness of the whole popula t ion has also been improved. 
3.3 E x p l o r a t i o n vs E x p l o i t a t i o n 
Any good search a lgor i thm must be able to per form two basic kinds of searching: 
E x p l o r a t i o n The investigation of unknown area in the search space. 
E x p l o i t a t i o n The use of the searching history of previously searched area. 
33 
To the extreme, random search can be considered as a pure explorat ion. In tu i t ive ly , 
the more you explore, the less your exploi t , and vice versa. I t is necessary and i n 
fact d i f f icul t to str ike a balance between them. 
GAs are considered to combine b o t h explorat ion and explo i ta t ion i n an effective 
1 
I way. W i t h a robust basic mechanism, GAs do not require very cr i t ica l settings in 
I i 
！ 
I the parameters, except the fitness funct ion, encoding scheme, crossover operators. 
1 
i 
\ I n the G A community, there is always an issue between explorat ion and explo i ta t ion 
i 
\ or i n other terms, the balance between diversi ty and construct ion. I n a lower level, 
I 
！ 
i t is an issue of the relative importance of crossover and mutat ion. M u t a t i o n serves 
to create random diversi ty in the popu la t ion whi le crossover is an accelerator tha t 
promotes emergent behaviour f rom components [14 . 
3.4 Cons t ra in t s Hand l i ngs 
W h e n GAs were f irst int roduced to solve opt imiza t ion problems, problems were 
usually w i thou t or w i t h only minor constraints. [23] reports tha t there are only a 
few methods that have been proposed to deal w i t h the constraint problems. The 
t rad i t iona l approaches are either using penalty functions or repair algori thms. 
34 
3.4 .1 P e n a l t y F u n c t i o n 
t 
B y assigning a penalty funct ions for each constraint, the constrained problem can 
i be t ransformed to an unconstrained one. The penalties are incorporated into the 
, i 
I 
object ive funct ion. 
Or ig ina l constrained problem: 
Max f{xi,x2^ --'^Xji) 
I subject to constraints 
gi,92,……9m 
I 
i The new unconstrained problem is: 
m 
Max f' = f{xi,x2,:.,xn) + J2Pj 
丨 J=1 
where p j is the penalty funct ion for the j t h constraint. 
The penalty funct ion approach has several shortcomings. F i rs t , there is no good 
methodology for how to construct the penalty funct ions and how to combine them 
w i t h the objective funct ion. 
The second may be more serious when GAs are applied. I f a high penalty is as-
sociated w i t h the evaluation funct ion or i f i t is l ikely for indiv iduals to violate the 
constraints, there is a r isk of wast ing much t ime evaluating non-feasible ind iv id-




penalty, the other feasible indiv iduals which should have been generated by the non-
i 
j feasible ones may never be generated. Consequently, once a feasible ind iv idua l has 
been generated, the popu la t ion may converges to i t very soon w i thou t finding better 
丨 solutions. 
For a heavily constrained problem like the UCP, i t is l ikely to generate a lot of non-
feasible indiv iduals. The penalty funct ion approach does not seem so promis ing for 
the UCP. 
i 
3.4.2 P r o p e r E n c o d i n g 
Under such an approach, al l the indiv iduals are encoded i n a way that they satisfy 
I the constraints, wh ich guarantees the feasibi l i ty of the solutions. 
However, the encoding may be computat ional ly intensive and not a l l constraints can 
be easily to cope w i t h i n this way. 
3.4.3 R e p a i r A l g o r i t h m s 
Repair A lgor i thms are jus t opposite to Proper Encoding. Wh i l e the lat ter makes 
the encoding before the in i t i a l generation, a repair a lgor i thm is appl ied after the 
generation to correct the i l legal individuals. The disadvantages of Proper Encoding 
are also applicable to Repair A lgor i thms. B o t h are prob lem specific and have to be 
tai lor-made for par t icu lar appl icat ion. 
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4.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Str ic t ly speaking, Dynamic Programming (DP) is not an a lgor i thm bu t a general 
pr incip le to deal w i t h mult i -stage decision making problems. I t was proposed by R. 
Be l lman in the 50's. The principle of decomposability and the principle ofoptimality 
are the two fundamental principles of DP. 
The pr inciple of decomposabil i ty requires the problem be decomposable into stages. 
Bel lman [5] stated: An optimal policy has the property that, whatever the initial 
state and initial decisions are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal 
policy with regard to the state resulting from the Brst decision. 
The general methodology of D P consists of 
37 
1 • f 
i 
i 
1. decompose the problem by smaller ones through defining the stages and states. 
i 
I 2. construct a recurrence funct ion which l inks different stages. 
3. solve the recurrence funct ion w i t h i n i t i a l condit ions to find the op t ima l value 
of the object ive funct ion. 
4. backtrack to find the op t imum solution. 
4 .1 .1 D e c o m p o s i t i o n 
A schedule of U C P can be represented i n a tabular fo rm in wh ich '1' means on and 
'0' means down. A n example for a 10 hrs /8 units schedule is shown below. The 
vert ical axis represents hours i ( f rom hour 1 at the top to hour 10 at the bo t tom) 
whi le the hor izontal axis represent un i t j (frorn un i t 1 at the left un i t 8 to r ight) 
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,i 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
1 . j 
j 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
.:i ] 
] 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
i 
j 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 ] 
I 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 










； There are 2 basic ways to decompose this schedule, by hours or by units, 
• j 










\ 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
！ 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
'1 
,j 
! 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
I — 
i 
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
i • i 
\ “ “ — “ 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
Figure 4.2: Decomposit ion by hours 
j . 
i 
I Decomposit ion-by-hour is the usual method proposed i n the l i terature for D P to 
i • i 
j solve UCP. The ma in advantage is tha t the t rans i t ion costs between successive hours 
can be easily calculated and taken into account. D P can then find the m i n i m u m 
i -j 
to ta l cost i n intermediate stages. Moreover, the demand constraint can be also well 
i i 
40 
\ observed and w i l l not be v io lated dur ing the D P process. 
However, i t is found that th is decomposit ion makes i t d i f f icul t to tackle t ime-
dependent constraints such as m i n i m u m up and down times. See [35], [19] and 
[21]. The ma in reason is tha t dur ing the D P process the in fo rmat ion on the conti-
nous up and down times of some paths should be kept. Th is wou ld make the possible 










Un i ts ~~)-
) 
•,1 I .i 
) 
Hours 4-
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
:j 
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
j 
j 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
i 
丨 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
:•j 
1 
I 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
i 
i 
I 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
j 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 j 




1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
i 
Figure 4.3: Decomposit ion by uni ts 
•！ •i 
i I n decomposit ion-by-units, the t ime-dependent constraints can be proper ly treated. 
.丨 
j Nevertheless i t is now the demand constraint which is hard to deal w i th . The demand 
„1 ；丨 
j constraint is one of the system constraints which must be observed. Tha t is why 
:l j 









A mathemat ica l fo rmu la t ion is in t roduced here for the const ruct ion of the recurrence 
equat ion, wh ich is the basic components for D P computa t ion . Several assumptions 
are made for the fo rmula t ion : 
I j 
I 
I 1. A l l the power generations are of the same type, wh ich are not dist inguished, 
i 
I 2. Demand forecast is cer ta in and known before scheduling. 
1 .丨 
I 3. The cost is taken as in f in i t y for those non-feasible schedules, 
.i 
I As i n pract ica l s i tuat ions the demand constraint is the most cr i t ica l constraint among 
i . . 
the others, decomposition-by-hour is adopted here for the calculat ion. Using the 
I symbols defined i n chapter 2, the recurrence equat ion for a fo rward D P on the U C P 
3 i 
can be stated as follows: 
\ C(X,) = m i n [ C [ X i - i ) + F ( X i ) + T ( X , _ i , X , ) ] 
{ ^ i - l } 
i = l ， 〜 , M 
State variables: X i 
Boundary condit ions: C ( X o ) 二 0, and Fo is given 
O p t i m a l cost of the system: C* 二 min;scM C[XM) 




I Since the costs of non-feasible configurations are taken as inf in i ty, only those feasible 
1 
.:1 
,] configurations are evaulated for their costs i n each stage. Backtracking is then 
:: 







4.3 A S imp le E x a m p l e 
！ 
i The fol lowing example i l lustrates how D P can solve the UCP. 






T { X i - i , X i ) is d iv ided in to 2 parts: SU, the star t -up costs and SD, the shut-down 
cost where 
SUi-i^i 二 hot-start cost i f down t ime < cold start hours 
= c o l d - s t a r t cost otherwise 









Const ra in ts 
I On ly the demand constraint is taken into consideration. 
、1 
•I t • { 
i 
Table 4.1: Constraints example 
j Un i t 1 Un i t 2 Un i t 3 
Power P i j 40 30 20 
Fuel costs F i j 1600 900 400 
Hot start costs 200 150 100 
Cold start costs 400 300 200 
I 
Cold start hours 2 1 1 
I n i t i a l status 70j 1 -2 -1 
i 
i Hour 1 Hour 2 Hour 3 Hour 4 
Demand A 40 50 65 55 
I I n i t i a l state Xo 
1 i f 70j > 0 
XOj = < 
0 if 70, < 0 
V 
Xo 二 100 








I Table 4.2: Check for demand constraint 
i 
j ^ ^ I 
I “ 
j X , EPij >Di >D2 >Ds >D^ 
1 
i 
000 0 no no no no 
i I •i 
丨 0 0 1 2 0 no no no no 
j 
I 010 30 no no no no 
i i 
I 011 50 yes yes no no 
100 40 yes no no no 
101 60 yes yes no yes 
110 70 yes yes yes yes 
111 90 yes yes yes yes 
I 
I S tage 1: On ly states 011，100, 101, 110 and 111 satisfy the demand constraint. 
Since there is only one in i t i a l status for a l l states i n stage one, we have 
Table 4.3: Computa t ion for stage 1 
X , _ i X , 7z - i 7z C ( 2 - l , X , _ i ) i ^ S^-i,i C{i,X^) 
100 011 1 -2 -1 -1 1 1 0 1300 400 1700* 
100 100 1 -2 -1 2 -3 -2 0 1600 0 1600* 
100 101 1 -2 -1 2 -3 1 0 2000 100 2100* 
100 110 1 -2 -1 2 1 -2 0 2500 300 2800* 
100 111 1 -2 -1 2 1 1 0 2900 400 3300* 
Stage 2: On ly states 011, 101, 110 and 111 satisfy the demand constraint. 
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• Table 4.4: Computa t ion for stage 2 
X,_i Xi 72—1 7^ C { i - l , X i ^ i ) i¾ SUi-i,i C{i,X^) 
0 1 1 0 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 2 2 2 1 7 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 * 
1 0 0 0 1 1 2 - 3 - 2 - 1 1 1 1 6 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 1 2 - 3 1 - 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 3 6 0 0 
1 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 - 2 - 1 1 1 2 8 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 4 3 0 0 
1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 - 1 1 1 3 3 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 4 8 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 2 1 7 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 9 0 0 
I i 
！ 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 - 3 - 2 3 - 4 1 1 6 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 7 0 0 * 
I 
1 0 1 1 0 1 2 - 3 1 3 - 4 2 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 
i 
1 1 0 1 0 1 2 1 - 2 3 - 1 1 2 8 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 9 0 0 
i 
I 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 3 - 1 2 3 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 1 2 - 1 1 7 0 0 2 5 0 0 2 0 0 4 4 0 0 * 
1 0 0 1 1 0 2 - 3 - 2 3 1 - 3 1 6 0 0 2 5 0 0 3 0 0 4 4 0 0 * 
1 0 1 1 1 0 2 - 3 1 3 1 - 1 2 1 0 0 2 5 0 0 3 0 0 4 9 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 0 2 1 - 2 3 2 - 3 2 8 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 3 2 - 1 3 3 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 5 8 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 7 0 0 2 9 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 1 1 2 - 3 - 2 3 1 1 1 6 0 0 2 9 0 0 4 5 0 4 9 5 0 * 
1 0 1 1 1 1 2 - 3 1 3 1 2 2 1 0 0 2 9 0 0 3 0 0 5 3 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 - 2 3 2 1 2 8 0 0 2 9 0 0 2 0 0 5 9 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 2 2 3 3 0 0 2 9 0 0 0 6 2 0 0 
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i 
* * There are two op t ima l pa r t i a l solut ions for X2 = HO. B o t h of t hem are marked 







i On l y states 110 and 111 satisfy the demand constraint . 
I 
Stage 4 




O p t i m a l cost 二 r m n { C ( l , 101), C(1,110)，C(1,111)} = 8000 
Backtracking, X4 = l O l , X 3 = l l O , X 2 = 0 1 1 , X i = 011 and the final so lut ion is i n 
table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5: F ina l results 




I Hour 1 off on on i ^ 
！ 
丨 Hour 2 off on on 
i j 
•j 
Hour 3 on on off 
I 
Hour 4 on off on 
I I I — L * 
I There are 2 ^ . 2 ^ different states-pairs for each stage. Complex i ty is 0 { M 2 ^ ^ ) which 
I 





















DP Crossover Operator (DPX) 
I ;i i 
I 
i .1 ! 
I j 
j 5.1 W h y D P is chosen as t he crossover opera to r 
I 1 
I 
I n th is thesis, the broader sense of G A is taken by the author, i.e. GAs are 
populat ion-based model i n which selection and recombinat ion operators are used 
to generate new sample points in a search space. G A can thus be considered as a 
k i n d of searching too l s t r ik ing a balance between explorat ion and exploi tat ion. D P 
can be s imi lar ly seen as a searching too l w i t h effective explo i ta t ion as well. 
As ment ioned i n previous chapters, i t is argued that G A and D P can complement 
each other. I t is d i f f icul t , i f not impossible, to ensure that the incoporat ion o f G A into 
D P w i thou t sacri fying lat ter 's advantage of finding the exact solutions. However, i t 
is in tu i t ive ly workable, i n view of GA 's robustness and flexibility, to include D P as 








！ Among the basic operators i n GA , neither the selection nor muta t ion match the 
I intr insic operat ion mechanism of DP. They are hence not suitable for D P to take up 
I 
I their roles. The only possible choice left is thus the crossover. 
1 
The or ig inal idea of using D P as crossover operator appears i n [10]. A n applica-
t i on to solve combinator ia l op t imiza t ion prob lem can be found in [11] i n wh ich the 
Travel ing Salesman Prob lem (TSP) has been tackled by L P D X (Local Dynamic Pro-
gramming Crossover) and SPIR (Single Parent Improved Reproduct ion). Based on 
these findings, i t is therefore hoped that th is approach could probably shed some 
l ights i n the U C P as well. 
The fo l lowing sections w i l l discuss the mechanism and the propert ies of the Dynamic 
Programming Crossover ( D P X ) operator. 
5.2 W h a t is D P X ? 
5.2.1 A S i m p l e E x a m p l e 
To explain the ma in idea of D P X , using an example is more effective than words. 
The data set of the problem in section 4.3 is used here once again. 
Suppose there are two feasible chromosomes: 
y i 二 x j： X^ Xl X | 二 101 011 110 111 and 




The to ta l costs for Y^ and Y^ can be calculated di rect ly ( w i t h Xo = 100 i n b o t h 
cases). The results are given i n Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
j 
I Table 5.1: Tota l costs of Y^ 
丨 1 
i 
i i X} 7i ^ SUii,i C { i , X j ) 
1 101 2 -3 1 2000 100 2100 
2 011 -1 1 2 1300 300 1600 
3 110 1 2 -1 2500 200 2700 
4 111 2 3 1 2900 100 3000 
Tota l cost, C{Y^) 二 9400 
Table 5.2: Tota l costs of Y^ 
1 Xf 7z A SUi—、i C(i,X“ 
1 100 2 -3 -2 1600 0 1600 
2 110 3 1 -3 2500 300 2800 
3 111 4 2 1 2900 200 3100 
4 101 5 -1 2 2000 0 2000 
Tota l cost, C ( y 2 ) = 9500 




D y n a m i c P r o g r a m m i n g 
W i t h the same notations and similar procedures described in section 4.2, we obtain 
by D P the opt imal solut ion f rom the set of { Y \ Y ^ } which contains only 2 chromo-
； somes. The computations for each stage are shown in Table 5.3: 
Table 5.3: Computat ions for each stage in D P 
Stage 1 
X,_i Xi 72—1 72 C ( . - l , X , _ i ) F,j S ^ - i , C{i,X,) 
100 100 1 -2 -1 2 -3 -2 0 1600 0 1 _ * 
100 101 1 -2 -1 2 -3 1 0 2000 100 2100* 
Stage 2 
X,_i X, 7z-i 7. C(2 — l，Xhi) F,j SUhi,i C{^,X^) 
100 011 2 -3 -2 -1 1 1 1600 1300 500 3400* 
101 011 2 -3 1 -1 1 2 2100 1300 300 3700 
100 110 2 -3 -2 3 1 -3 1600 2500 300 4400* 





X , _ i Xi 7 H 7i C ( z - l , X , _ i ) i^_ SUi-i,i C ( i , X j ) 
0 1 1 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 1 2 - 1 3 4 0 0 2 5 0 0 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 * 
1 1 0 1 1 0 3 1 - 3 4 2 - 4 4 4 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 6 9 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 0 0 2 9 0 0 2 0 0 6 5 0 0 * 
1 1 0 1 1 1 3 1 - 3 4 2 1 4 4 0 0 2 9 0 0 2 0 0 7 5 0 0 
Stage 4 
X , _ i X , 7卜1 7z C ( z - l , X , _ i ) F^j S U i - i , i C ( [ X j ) 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 - 1 2 3 1 6 0 0 0 2 9 0 0 1 0 0 9 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 6 5 0 0 2 9 0 0 0 9 4 0 0 
^ 110 101 1 2 -1 2 -1 1 6000 2000 100 8100** 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 2 2 - 1 3 6 5 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 8 5 0 0 + 
* * : The best solut ion at the final stage 
+ ： The second-best solut ion at the f inal stage 
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i 
The final solut ion is then obtained by backtracking: 
y 3 二 xf x| x| x | = 100 011 110 101 
wh ich has a to ta l cost of 8100. 
The breakdown of the costs for Y^ is provided in Table 5.4 for reference: 
I 
丨 Table 5.4 : Tota l costs of Y^ 
! i Xf 7z A SUh、i C{i,X^) 
1 100 2 -3 -2 1600 0 1600 
2 011 -1 1 1 1300 500 1800 
3 110 1 2 -1 2500 100 2600 
4 101 2 -1 1 2000 100 2100 




Sing le-po in t Crossover 
j i 
I Now let us shi f t t o the next method , the t r ad i t i ona l s ingle-point crossover method. 
I For any two parent chromosomes there are 11 crossover-site. I n the set of { Y ^ , Y ^ ) , 




Table 5.5: Crossover site for Y^ and Y ^ 
\ ^^^^^^^^ _^^ _^___^___^_______^_^ _^_^____^__^ _^^  
chromosome 
.1 I 
y i 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
y2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * 
crossover 不不 
1 
: site 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
2 ch i ld ren are produced under crossover under a par t icu lar crossover site, resu l t ing 
a t o t a l of 22 possible conf igurat ions of chi ldren. A f u l l enumerat ion for t h e m can be 
found i n Table 5.6. The t o t a l cost for each possible conf igurat ion is calculated. 
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Table 5.6: To ta l costs for a l l possible configurations 
of chi ldren under single po int crossover 
Crossover site Ch i ld ren Costs Crossover site Chi ldren Costs 
1 100 110 111 101 9500 7 101 011 111 101 8800 
1 101 011 110 111 9400 7 100 110 110 111 10000 
2 100 110 111 101 9500 8 101 011 111 101 8800 
2 101 011 110 111 9400 8 100 110 110 111 11000 
3 101 110 111 101 10400 9 101 011 110 101 9500 
3 100 011 110 111 9100 9 100 110 111 111 10600 
4 101 010 111 101 + + 10 101 011 110 101 9500 
4 100 011 110 111 9100 10 100 110 111 111 10600 
5 101 010 111 101 + + 11 101 011 110 111 9300 
5 100 111 110 111 10700 11 100 110 111 101 9700 
6 101 011 111 101 8800 * 
6 100 110 110 111 10000 
* Best solut ion 
+ + Non-feasible solut ion 
From the above Table, i t is observed that many of the chi ldren are duplicates of 
their siblings or parents. There are only 13 dist inct chromosomes. 2 out 22 of the 
chi ldren generated are w i t h non-feasible chromosomes • None of the cost of the 
rest is smaller than that of Y^ . Further comparison reveals tha t the second-best 
chromosome obtained i n D P w i t h a cost of 8500 (see Table 5.3 stage 4) is s t i l l better 
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t h a n tha t of the best i n single po in t crossover. Th is simple example depicts the 
weakness of the single po in t crossover operator as wel l as the potent ia l powerfulness 
of using D P as a crossover operator, inspi r ing the fo rmat ion of D P X . 
5.2.2 M e c h a n i s m o f D P X 
The idea shown i n the above subsection can be fur ther generalized. There is no 
reasons why only two chromosomes Y^ and Y^ are considered. There is no funda-
menta l difference between the mechanism of D P no mat ter the number of parent i n 
the parent set is 2, 3 or even 100. Theorect ical ly, D P is applicable to parent sets of 
any size. 
I n th is sense, D P can be regarded as a operator, alike the single point crossover, 
wh ich produces chi ldren (offsprings) f rom the parents set. I n the single point 
crossover, the number of parent size is fixed as 2 whi le D P X is，however, not bound 
to th is re t r ic t ion. 






I n Figure 5.1, each circle represents 1 ind iv idua l or chromosome. The outer larger 
box is the entire popu la t ion at generation i which consists of 16 individuals. The 
selection process i n G A picks up 4 out of 16, according to any selection cr i ter ion, 
say the 'Roulet te Wheel Parent Selection A lgo r i t hm ' wh ich w i l l be introduced in 
next chapter. These 4 indiv iduals are grouped together and fo rm the parent set, the 
inner smaller box. 






〇 〇 〇 〇 
〇 
〇 o o 
^ 〇 
〇 〇 
Figure 5.1: Selection of parents set (inner box) f rom 
the popula t ion set (outer box) 
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I n F igure 5.2, the parent set produces a offspring set under the operator D P X . The 
number of indiv iduals in the offspring set is exactly the same w i t h the parent set, 
wh ich is the proper ty of DP. 
parent set offspring set 
、 o • o • _ ^ _ _ _ . o o o 
u 〇 
Figure 5.2: The offsprings set (r ight box) is produced by 
the parents set (left box) under D P X (arrow) 






Figure 5.3: Selection of the best chi ld (black solid circle) 
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I n Figure 5.4, the best chi ld replaces one of the ind iv idua l in the popula t ion set, 
according to some par t icu lar methods, e.g. by random, the-worst-out, etc. I t should 
be emphasized tha t any ind iv idua l in the older generation, no matter i t belongs to 
the parent set or not , can be selected for replacement. The new populat ion, after 
muta t ion , i f necessary, is said to enter to the next generation. 




o • o o o 
: L —— 」 〇 
〇 o 〇 
^ 〇 〇 〇 
— 




I n f igure 5.5，a new parent set is chosen for another D P X operat ion. A l t h o u g h the 
best ch i ld is not necessary inc luded i n the new parent set, the chance is qui te h igh 
because of the chi ld 's h igh fitness value. 
popu la t ion set (2nd generation) ~ 
〇 
〇 
~ " n e w parents set~~ 
〇 
〇 參 〇 〇 〇 
〇 
〇 o 〇 
^ 〇 〇 〇 
Figure 5.5: Selection of new parents set 
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5.3 P r o p e r t i e s o f D P X 
Invest igat ion on D P X finds the fol lowing properties wo r th mentioning. They can be 
par t icu lar characteristics and strong points when compared other G A operators for 
UCP. 
5.3 .1 N u m b e r o f p a r e n t s 
The number of inpu t variables of a mathmat ica l operator is sometimes called the 
arity. I n canonical G A , the ar i ty of the single point crossover is equal to the number 
o fparen t chromosomes, wh ich is jus t 2. I t resembles the reproduct ion o fmost animal 
species i n the nature. Many crossover operators developed to solve combinator ia l 
problems are 2-r i ty. Examples can be found i n [17 . 
Nevertheless, according to the broader sense of GA , we do not see any reasons to be 
constrained by th is restr ict ion. Crossover explores the area which has not yet been 
searched by 'd isrupt ing ' the schema claimed by J. Hol land [20]. O n the other hand 
the new offsprings inher i t the impor tant in format ion which is helpful i n locat ing 
the op t imum. The larger the parent set is, the more in format ion can be passed to 
the offsprings. However, the expansion in t ime may cause decrease i n efficiency. A 
trade-off is thus necessary. 
The determinat ion of the op t imum size of the parent set is dependent on ind iv id-
ual problem instance and may not be possible to find out. Nonetheless, the D P X 
shows a greater flexibility i n this aspect. The D P X can operate on any parent set 
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wi thou t bother ing the number of the parents because of the special feature of dy-
namic programming. I n addi t ion, the number of the offsprings for replacement is 
also unrestr icted, w i t h the size of the offspring set as the upper l im i t . The number of 
i 
offsprings to be used to replace the indiv iduals in the old generation remains flexible. 
I n Figure 5.6, the second-best chi ld i n the offsprings set (black circle w i t h a r ing) 
can be selected to the ind iv idua l i n the o ld generation as well. 
i 
parents set offsprings set 
m 
〇 n D P X 
o 〇 〇 〇 
〇 
Figure 5.6: Selection of two chi ldren f rom the 
offspring set: the best one (black) and the 
second-best one (black w i t h a r ing) 
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I 5 .3.2 Crossove r Si tes 
i ! 
i Recent researches indicate that there are si tuat ions i n which multi-crossover sites 
I； 
I 
are beneficial. [36] gives a theorectical analysis and suggests that mul t i -po in t oper-
： ators may y ie ld better results w i t h small populat ions because they help overcome 
i 
I 
the l im i ted in fo rmat ion capacity of smaller populat ions and tendency for more ho-
mogeneity. O n the other hand, single or 2-point crossover operators are more l ikely 
to work bet ter w i t h larger populat ions. 
D P X can be considered as something i n between. I t is neither a single point nor 
a random mul t i -po in t crossover. I t is a mu l t i -po in t crossover operator w i t h fixed 
posit ions of crossover sites. 
I n Table 5.7, w i t h reference to the chromosome Y^ and y 2 , the D P X sites 1,2 and 
3 correpond to the single point crossover sites 3,6 and 9. 
Figure 5.7: Crossover sites 
Parent Chromosome 
y i 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
y 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
single-point * * * * * * * * * * * 
crossover site 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
D P X site 1 2 3 
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As far as an M * N b i t l inear st r ing is concerned, there are to ta l l y M — 1 crossover 
-.,i 
i sites. A l l the sites fa l l at the boundary between the two successive stages. I n general, i • 
； I 
'i • 
the zth site must lie between stages i and i + 1 and hence always between the bi ts 
iN and iN + 1 (See Figure 5.8). Th is regular pa t te rn of the posit ions of the D P X 
i 
j 
sites is found to be very useful i n solving the UCP. 
I 
Figure 5.8: Crossover sites 
Parent Chromosome 
； Stage .... i : i + 1 : •••• 
B i t .... i N : i N + 1 ： . . . . 
v i 1 . 1 • 1 • 1 
J, 丄 丄 • 丄 • • • • • • • • • 丄 
J^^ 2 1 0 • 1 1 
D P X site .... ： i : •… 
5.3.3 P e r s e r v a t i o n o f F e a s i b i l i t y 
Among the numerous constraints of the UCP, the system constraints are usually 
more crucial or stronger than the local ones. I n most cases, the demand and power 
constraints have greater pr ior i t ies and must be satisfied. Using D P to solve the U C P 
has an intr insic advantage: i f all the points in the search space satisfy these system 
constraints, the new search points (i.e. the offsprings generated under DPX) will 





Power const ra in t 
I The power constraint is considered stage by stage only. We do not need to consider 
the relat ionships between stages. For a MN schedule, assume the parent set contains 
：; p feasible chromosomes Y ^ , y ^ , . . . , Y^ 
丨 where 
y l = ^1 ^2 … ^M 
Y'= x! xi … X I 
• • • • • • 
..• ‘ •“ 
] Y^ 二 X^ X2 … X^ 
•J 
and 
X f represents the state in stage i (hour i) for ind iv idua l Y^. 
I f 
X^ satisfies the power constraints for i = 1’..., M and k = 1, ...,p % 
… … （ * ) 
then any child, Z, produced by the parents Y S ^ ^ , •", Y ^ under D P X is just a per-
muta t ion of the X f for each stage. Mathemat ical ly, 
Z 二 x f i X》•. • x^^ 
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where k i belongs to {1 , 2, . . . . ,p} . 
e.g. Z may be X\ X| X| • • • Xf^ 
Now since X， s a t i s f y the power constra int for a l l i and k by ( * ) , Z must satisfy a l l 
i the power constra ints as well. 
D e m a n d const ra in t 
T h e demand loads are given on a hour ly-based. As a result , the demand constraint 
is, s imi la r to the power constra int , considered stage by stage irrepsective of the 
re lat ionships between stages. Based on the same arguments above, any offsprings 
I p roduced by feasible parents under D P X must satisfies the demand constraint . 
J 4 
Other t ime- independent constraints can be t reated i n s imi lar way. I t can be said tha t 
one of most impo r t an t assets of D P crossover operator ( D P X ) is the fact tha t most of 
the constraints i n the U C P are perserved under th is operator. Un l ike the t rad i t i ona l 
crossovers, wh ich may destroy the features of constraint sat isfact ion, D P X perserves 
the feasib i l i ty by d i v i d i ng the chromosomes in to appropr ia te segments. I n the UCP, 







The basic skeleton to implement G A / D P is simi lar to the normal G A design which 
comprises the constructions of coding, selection, fitness funcitons, crossover, etc. 
W h a t makes the difference is the crossover operation. 
6.1 G A C o n s t r u c t i o n 
The G A model par t icu lar ly designed for the U C P is elaborated in this section. 
6.1 .1 C o d i n g 
Since there are only 2 possible states (0 or 1) of every un i t , the b inary str ing rep-
resentation is suitable enough for encoding. As the objective of U C P is to find a 
schedule over the entire p lanning horizon, a chromosome Y is defined as an M * N 
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b i t l inear b inary st r ing like: 
Xii Xi2 • • • XiN X21 X22 • • • ^2N ^MN 
where Xi j = 0 or 1. 
A chromosome Y is a possible solut ion for the UCP. I t may be neither op t imal nor 
feasible. The r t h b i t of Y , yr is the on-off state of un i t j at hour i. Given r , bo th 
i and j can be calculated as follows: 
r 
‘ = [ ] ^ ] 
j 二 r mod N 
where the symbol，[a]，is defined as the smallest integer greater than a, e.g. [1.1] = 2 
and [0.9] = 1. 
For example, i f M = 4, N 二 3, Y 二 100 101 011 110, then the 10th b i t ,1’ has the 
meaning of the on-off state at hour 4 ([爭]二 4) for un i t 1 (10 mod 3 = 1). 
6.1.2 F i t ness F u n c t i o n 
Generally speaking, fitness functions should be able to calculate direct ly f rom the 
known in format ion and related to the objective func i ton for opt imizat ion problem. 
The objective funct ion in the U C P is the to ta l costs, cost{Yk). The fitness funct ion 
must be designed to be a decreasing funct ion of the costs, i.e., the higher the cost, 




•t • j 
Since the focus of th is work is the examinat ion on crossover operator, simple fitness 
funct ions are constructed (See Table 6.1). 
Table 6.1: Fitness funct ions 
Func t ion T y p e Formula 
1 L inear f i t i { Y k ) = {Cmax — C'fc) + <^i 
2 Quadra t ic / ¾ ( ¾ ) = (fil^ax — C | ) / « 2 + 历 
3 Square root f i h ( Y k ) = V ^ + <^ 3 
Cmax = max{Ck}, the m a x i m u m costs i n the ent ire popula t ion. 
Q!1,Q;2, ¢^ 3 and /¾ are a l l a rb i t ra ry non-zero posi t ive constants. 
I t is noted that： 
1. A l l these fitness funct ions are posit ive to prevent odd results i n the selection 
process described i n next subsection. 
2. The higher the cost, the greater the fitness. 
3. For fitness func t ion type 2, the quadrat ic values of the costs intensify the 
contrasts between the chromosomes whi le the square root i n fitness func t ion 
type 3 weakens the constrasts. 
4. The constants a1 ,a2 , «3 and /¾ play a role of scaling the fitness funct ions, and 
can be f ine-tuned to in t roduce different evolut ion environment i n GA . They 







I I i 
：！ 1 
•'i , 
wh ich could cause p rob lem i n computat ions. 
: T h e fitness is taken to in f in i t y whenever the chromosome fails to satisfy the con-
st ra in ts so as to e l iminate the non-feasible solut ions. I t is found tha t i f the difference 
i n f itness value between ind iv idua ls is very large, popu la t i on w i l l be easily dominated 
by some fa i r l y good chromosomes over j us t a few generation, causing pre-mature 
convergence. To prevent th is, i n funct ions type 1 ( l inear) and type 2 (quadrat ic) , 
re lat ive costs are used for ca lcu lat ion instead of the absolute values. 
A l l these 3 types of fitness funct ions are used i n the experiments for comparison. 
6.1.3 Se lec t i on 
•:i 
I n m y imp lementa t ion , one of the most common selection methods 'Roulette Wheel 
Parent Selection Algorithm，[14] is adopted. I t is based on the Propor t iona te Re-
p roduc t ion , wh ich describes a group of selection schemes tha t choose ind iv idua ls 
according to the i r fitness func t ion values. 
The detai ls are expla ined below: 
Rou le t t e W h e e l Parent Select ion A l g o r i t h m 
1. There to ta l l y n ind iv idua ls i n the popu la t i on are sorted a rb i t r a ry as Yk where 
k — 1, 2，•. .7¾. 









3. The accumulat ive fitnesses afk are calculated by: 
• afo = 0 
• afi 二 / i / 
• afk+i = afk + fk+i for k 二 1, 2, ...,n — 1 
The sum of the fitnesses of a l l the chromosomes in the popula t ion is therefore 
afn 二 Zl2=l fk. 
afo does not belong to any chromosome. I t is introduced just for computat ion 
convenience. 
4. Generate a random number q between 0 and afn-
5. I f afk_i < q < afk then the A;th ind iv idua l w i l l be selected. 
A l t hough this a lgor i thm is basically random, the probabi l i ty ofeach parents o fbe ing 
selected is d i rect ly propor t iona l to its fitness. 
fk 
Pk = ^^~Y l^k Jk 
where 
Pfc is the probabi l i ty of selecting ind iv idua l Yk and 










A n e x a m p l e o f R o u l e t t e W h e e l P a r e n t S e l e c t i o n A l g o r i t h m 
Suppose there are 5 chromosomes w i t h different fitness (See Table 6.2) 
Table 6.2: Fitness and accumulative fitness 
chromosome k fk a fk 
1 100 100 
2 200 300 
3 80 380 
4 30 410 
5 90 500 
The sum of the fitness values is 500. 10 random numbers are then generated between 
0 and 500. I t turns out tha t the fittest chromosome，2，and the second-fittest，1，are 
selected most frequently (4 t imes and 3 t imes respectively. See Table 6.3). 
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Table 6.3: Selections of parents 
Random Number q q lies between Chromosome selected 
211 afi and a/2 2 
386 afs and a/4 4 
491 a/4 and a/5 1 
； 98 afo and afi 1 
170 afi and a/2 2 
135 afi and a/2 2 
81 afo and afi 1 
4 9 1 a/4 and a/5 5 
306 a/2 and a/3 3 
223 afi and a/2 2 
The Roulet te Wheel Parent Selection A lgo r i t hm can reflect the fitness of the chro-
mosomes and is easy to implement. 
The unf i t indiv iduals w i l l gradual ly die off some generations later by this a lgor i thm. 
The chance of reta in ing the worst member in the popu la t ion over generation is 
very sl im. Th is selection scheme is adopted in this thesis because i t favours the 
reproduct ion of the f i t test chromosomes. 
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\ The D P X crossover operator is used (See Chapter 5). The number of parent set is 
i main ta ined constant throughout the evolut ion process. For implementat ion conve-
nience, i t is set as an integral f ract ion of the popula t ion size. 
6.1.5 M u t a t i o n R a t e 
Since the G A used is binary-coded, the muta t ion of a b i t is jus t either f rom 0 to 1 
or f r om 1 to 0. There are two schemes for apply ing the mutat ion. 
One-level mu ta t i on 
A chromosome is considered as a whole and every b i t i n the M * N long str ing 
shares the same muta t ion probabi l i ty . The expected number of bi ts mutated per 
chromosome is equal to aMN. I f i t is less than 1, then i t is unl ikely to have even 
one b i t muta ted each t ime. 
Two-level mu ta t i on 
I n th is scheme, two muta t ion rates a1,c^2 are used. Dur ing mutat ion, a part icular 
t ime segment (an hour) is selected according to a i . A certain bi t (s) w i t h i n this 
segment w i l l then be chosen for '0-1 f l ipping' based on «2. The expected number of 
b i t muta ted is equal to a 1 a 2 M N . 
There are no theoretical differences between these two schemes. However, i t facil i-





The number of offsprings produced under D P X is exact ly the same as their parents 
a l though on ly one of t hem is the best solut ion. I n my implementat ion, a l l the 
offsprings are reta ined i n the new generation, replacing an equal number of the 
ind iv idua ls i n the o ld generat ion chosen by random. Th is method is employed so as 
to ma in ta in greater var iety i n the populat ion. 
6.2 A l g o r i t h m 





M t o ta l number of hours 
N t o ta l number of uni ts 
！ P|^j power generated at hour i by un i t j i n chromosome Yk 
I 
num(S) number of elements i n set S 
^ ) 11 
g generation number 
r i^ popu la t ion set at generation g 
^ g parent set at generation g 
flg offspring set produced at generation g 
fn(Yk) fitness of chromosome Yk 
Now, given M , N 
1. Set .g = 1; 
2. Generate by random Hg such that 1 < num(Ug) < 2襲. 
3. Calculate power generations Pg , V Yk e 1¾ 
4. Evaluate the fn{Yk) ’ V ^ G Ug, where fn : Ug ^ 况+ (posit ive real numbers) 
5. Select ^g (G 1¾) according to fn(Yk) 
6. App l y D P X on % to produce Qg, DPX(<^g ) = Qg 
7. Choose by random num(Qg) chromosomes in Hg and replace them by f ig to 
fo rm the new popula t ion Ug 
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I 8. A p p l y m u t a t i o n on n ' to f o rm n ' ' 
I y 
i •j // I 9. Increase g by 1，set 〜 + i 二 H^ 
！ 'j 
i j 




Exp lana t ions 
• I n step 1, i f the size o f t h e popu la t ion set Ug is greater t han 2應 , d u p l i c a t i o n 
ofchromosomes w i l l occur since there are only 2 應 di f ferent configurat ions for 
a MN b i t b inary str ing. Dupl icat ions have adverse effect to the maintenance 
of var iety i n a popu la t ion . Therefore an upper l i m i t is imposed on num(Ug). 
However, the number 2 ^ ^ is already very large i n pract ica l s i tuat ion for a 
smal l value of M and N and the l im i t is not easily exceeded. 
• The calculat ions of the power generations i n step 3 w i l l be discussed in section 
6.3. 
• I n step 5，the Roulet te Wheel Parent Selection A l g o r i t h m ment ioned in section 
6.1.3 is used. 
• The mu ta t i on i n step 8 is opt ional . Not every G A includes muta t ion . 
• There are several k inds of ha l t ing condit ions: 
- a specified number of generations 
一 the convergence of the chromosomes wh ich can be determined by the 
var ia t ion on the fitness. 
_ percentage of chromosomes whose fitness are above a specified threshold. 
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6.3 O p t i m a l Power Genera t ions for Fuel Costs 
I 
The to ta l cost of a chromosome Y^ is given by: 
M 
、 cost[Yk) = ^ { F ( X , ) + T ( X , _ i , X , ) } 
Z=1 
The fuel cost, also called the generation cost, is a funct ion of the power output level 
of the uni ts. The quadrat ic fo rm is usually used: 
N 
F{X,) = J2l^^J(aJ + b]Pi] + CjP^^)] 
j = i 
The t rans i t ion cost main ly consists of star t -up and shut-down cost. 
T ( X , _ i , X i ) = S T { X ^ - u X ^ ) + S D ( X i ^ l , X ^ ) 
I n step 3 of the a lgor i thm in the last section, once an ind iv idua l Yk = 义 丄 义 ？ … 义 似 
is generated, the op t ima l power generations have to be found. 
Given X , 二 2；!13；《2".1《"，i 二 1，2, ...M, the goal is to calculate the op t ima l values, 
p.*^ p.* , . . . , P:N, which in turns give the m i n i m u m fuel cost, F * ( X i ) , before D P can 
be applied. 
6.3 .1 T h e S i m p l e S c h e d u l i n g M e t h o d 
To determine the op t imum power generations of units i n every hour is a sub-problem 
in UCP, which is independent of G A or DP. The op t imum values can be found by 
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an a lgo r i t hm based on the Simple Scheduling Me thod (SSM) for quadrat ic fuel costs 
proposed by X . Ca i i n [9:. 
Consider the fo l lowing opt imiza t ion prob lem i n which the objective is to min imize 
the fuel cost subject to the power and demand constraints： 
N 
Min F{Xi) = Y,[xij {aj + hjP,j + CjPf^)] 
i = i 
subject to 
Pj < A < Pj Vz 
N 
Y^ XijPij 二 Di Wi 
i = i 
where 
Pij\ power generated at hour i by un i t j 
P- ： lower l im i t of the operat ing ou tpu t of un i t j 
~~J 
Pj ： upper l im i t of the operat ing ou tpu t of un i t j 
Di： load power (demand) at hour i 
Let us int roduce the funct ion D G i where 
DGj 
= 4 j ⑷ + b]Pi:i + ^3Pfj)Prj-^ 
二 （ ~ + 9 ^ 7 > ” = & 
=bj + 2cj^ 
D G j describes the rate of change of cost w i t h respect to the change of the power 
generation. I n other words, DGj reflects the efficiency of un i t j . The smaller DGj, 
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the more efficient un i t j . In t i tu t ive ly , SSM allows the uni ts w i t h higher efficiency 
to generate as large power as possible so as to achieve the highest efficency of the 
system as a whole. DGj is independent of i and remains the same throughout the 
p lanning horizon. 
Suppose DGj are sorted in ascending order and the index j is rearranged to r such 
that 
D G r < D G r + i , r = l , 2 , . . . , M - l 
Now the a lgor i thm of the modif ied SSM is provided below: 
A t any hour i , 
1. Let R 二 N, D 二 Di. 
2. Set S = 0, the empty set. 
3. I f |<S|=M, stop. The op t imum has been achieved. 
4. (a) let r be t l ie smallest integer of the set A = {1, 2, ••., M] 一 S 
(b) I f r is already the greatest in A , let r' 二 r，goto 5. 
(c) Compute 
2 p — Ejes Pj - Lj:r+i,j^[j + ^j=i,j^s | - ) 
A(0 ^ 5： 
Lj = i,j^ Cj 
(d) Let f be the smallest integer i n A which is greater than r. I f DGf < A(r) , 
then let r 二 r , goto 4(b); else let r' = r , goto 5. 
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5. Compute 
項 = ^ ^ ， ） = W ' , … 
P*J = P j . J = / + 1 , . . . , M , j ^ S 
6. Let 5 i = { j : P*j > Pj, j ^ S} and §2 二 { j : P:j < Rp j 0 ^}-
I f §2 = ^ 
If Si = ^ 
P^- { j = 1,..., M ) are the opt imums, stop 
I f §1 + ^ 
Let P*j = Pj, jeSi 
and S = S U S 
goto 4 I f §2 ^ ^ 
L e t i ^ = A , 3eS2 
D = T^jeS2 Ptj 
D = D - D' 





7.1 E x p e r i m e n t Deta i l s 
I n th is chapter some results of experiments are presented to show the performance 
of G A / D P for solving the UCP. Two instances o f t h e U C P sets i n the l i terature w i t h 
different size and constraints requirements are chosen for test ing and comparison. 
The input parameters are given in a p p e n d i x A . 
Genetic algori thms are randomized searching methods. I f the number of runs i n the 
experiment is too few, the results may not be able to reflect the performance. 
I n b o t h problem A and B, fitness functions belong to the 3 different types of functions 
mentioned in chapter 6 are used. Thei r forms are shown in Table 7.1. 
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Table 7.1: Fitness functions 
Funct ion Type Formula 
1 Linear fiti{Yk) = {Cmax 一 Ck) + «1 
2 Quadrat ic ^ ¾ ( ¾ ) = {C lax — C l ) / a 2 + /¾ 
3 Square root / i t3(Yfc) = V ^ + <^ 3 
a i = 100 
Of2 二 1 0 0 0 0 
/¾ = 100 
a3 = 10 
The above constants are arb i t rar i ly chosen. 
For every fitness funct ion, 30 to 50 runs are carried out. Af ter a r u n is completed, 
the f inal solut ion, i.e. the chromosome w i t h the m i n i m u m cost, is recorded. When 
al l the runs are finished, a set o f f i na l solutions is formed. The best, the average and 
the worst values among this set of f inal solutions are then calculated and l isted in 
the tables i n the fol lowing sections. They are then compared w i t h the past results 
given i n the l i terature. 
A l l experiments are performed in SUN SPARC workstat ion 10 (Model 40) w i t h clock 
speed 40MHz. The programs were wr i t t en in C. 
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7.2 P r o b l e m A 
7.2.1 D a t a Resu l t s 
The final solut ion given i n the [42] is BestA = 462162 
Table 7.2: Contro l parameters 
Populat ion size 300 
Parent size 30 
M a x i m u m generation allowed 100 
M u t a t i o n rate 0.0 
Table 7.3: F ina l solutions for problem A 
Fitness Func. 1 Fitness Func. 2 Fitness Func. 3 
(a) 50 50 50 
(b) 459746 459864 459198 
(c) 460585 460624 460546 
(d) 461672 461431 461251 
(e) 100 100 100 
( f) 0.53 0.74 1.03 
(g) 1670 1201 1925 
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Explanation 
(a) number of runs 
(b) cost of the best among the final solutions 
(c) average cost of the f inal solutons 
(d) cost of the worst among the final solutions 
(e) percentage of chromosomes w i t h a smaller cost than BestA-
(A value of 100% w i l l mean al l the final solutions are best 
than the BestA) . 
( f) best improvement calculated by 
(BestA-{c) )*100% 
BestA 
(g) average t ime i n seconds taken for 1 run 
For i l lust rat ion, the power supply and the cost breakdowns for the best solut ion of 
fitness funct ion 1 is provided in Table 7.4. 
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Table 7.4: Power supplies and cost breakdowns for the best 
solut ion of fitness funct ion 1 
i Supply Fuel Cost Transi t ion Cost Tota l Cost 
0 2040 14216 617 14832 
1 1840 12482 580 13062 
2 1748 12012 0 12012 
3 1692 11317 0 11317 
4 1684 11400 917 12317 
5 1708 11867 39 11906 
6 1924 13250 0 13250 
7 2136 14882 79 14960 
8 2516 17641 148 17790 
9 2856 20230 0 20230 
10 3060 21735 0 21735 
11 3252 23173 0 23173 
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Table 7.4: Power supplies and cost breakdowns for the best 
solut ion of fitness funct ion 1 (continued) 
i Supply Fuel Cost Transi t ion Cost Tota l Cost 
12 3308 23633 114 23748 
13 3404 24368 0 24368 
14 3436 24621 0 24621 
15 3476 24947 0 24947 
16 3460 24813 0 24813 
17 3400 24337 0 24337 
18 3356 23998 0 23998 
19 3220 22970 0 22970 
20 3168 22541 0 22541 
21 3144 22400 40 22440 
22 2564 17999 0 17999 
23 2351 16379 0 16379 
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The results are i l lust rated in the graphs Figures 7.1 to 7.4: 
7.2.3 A n a l y s i s 
Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 show that al l the 3 types of fitness functions have a better 
performance than [42]. A l l the indiv iduals obtained are of lower costs than the best 
i n [42]. Th is results reveal that the G A / D P X is a better approach. I ts performance 
is par t icu lar ly good for that instance of UCP. 
I t is found that fitness funct ion 3 is superior than the other two, especially when 
the best solut ion is compared. 
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7.3 P r o b l e m B 
7.3 .1 D a t a R e s u l t s 
The result reported in [21] is Bests = 565825 
Table 7.5: Cont ro l parameters 
Populat ion size 900 
Parent size 60 
M a x i m u m generation allowed 50 
M u t a t i o n rate 0.0 
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Table 7.6: F ina l solutions for p rob lem B 
Fitness Func. 1 Fitness Func. 2 Fitness Func. 3 
(a) 31 39 50 
(b) 558178 554312 554312 
(c) 564901 558275 558232 
(d) 578513 566915 567015 
(e) 55 95 96 
( f ) 1.40 2.26 2.26 
(g) 2036 2162 2147 
Explanation 
(a) number of runs 
(b) cost of the best among the f inal solutions 
(c) average cost of the f inal solutons 
(d) cost of the worst among the final solutions 
(e) percentage of chromosomes w i t h a smaller cost t han Bests-
(A value of 100% w i l l mean al l the final solutions are best 
t han the Bests)-
( f) best improvement calculated by 
(BestR-{c) )*100% 
•丨 BestB 
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7 . 3 . 2 G r a p h i c a l R e s u l t s 
The results are i l lus t ra ted i n the graphs Figures 7.5 to 7.8: 
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7.3.3 A n a l y s i s 
I n [21], a G A a lgo r i thm w i t h the Vary ing Qua l i t y Func t ion technique and p rob lem 
specific operators of ' t ime window，were used. Un l ike p rob lem A , not a l l the final 
schedules are bet ter t h a n the known best, i n par t i cu la r for the fitness func t ion 1. 
fitness funct ions 2 and 3 produce very close results ( thei r l ines i n F igure 7.8 are 




Conclusion and Future Work 
8.1 Conc lus ion 
I n this thesis, a G A / D P hyb r id method for solving the U C P has been developed 
w i t h the fo rmula t ion of the D P X operator. The mechanism and the propert ies of 
D P X are discussed. A C programm is w r i t t en to implement th is idea and to test the 
performance. Comparisons are made w i t h other known results i n the past l i terature. 
The exper imental results on U C P are satisfactory. The improvements are around 
1% for problem A and a l i t t l e b i t greater t han 2% for prob lem B. I n problem A al l 
the solutions obtained are better t han the one used for comparison. For prob lem B 
this figure can be as h igh as 96%. Note tha t a smal l percentage of reduct ion means 
a great deal of saving as power systems are large systems. 
The performance among the 3 types of fitness funct ions are not significant i n view 
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of fact tha t the differences i n their results and the runn ing t imes are very close. 
However, the non-linear type fitness funct ions have a better performance than the 
l inear one. 
The results o f t h e experiments are good demonstrat ion on D P X ' s power. W h a t can 
be concluded here is tha t D P X is good for UCP, w i t h regards to close examinat ion 
on UCP's characteristics. 
D P X ' s flexibility and useful propert ies such as perservation o f feas ib i l i t y render i tself 
one of the good choices for solving non-linear opt imizat ion prob lem w i t h large set 
of constraints like UCP, especially when t rad i t iona l method do not show promising 
performance. 
8.2 F u t u r e W o r k 
The construct ion of D P X is just the beginning of the way towards solving the UCP. 
There are s t i l l rooms for improvement, for example, by in t roduc ing more selective 
fitness functions, using better selection schemes, etc. 
The fol lowing are certain directions which are interesting for fur ther research: 
• The efficiency and the performance could be greatly improved i fpara l le l iza t ion 
is introduced. The whole popula t ion can be d iv ided into mul t ip le subpopula-
t ions w i t h their own evolutions which r u n independently and i n parallel. Good 
results are expected w i t h the use of paral lel processors and computer network. 
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• UCP is a k i n d of multi-constraint op t im i za t i on prob lem. I n pract ice, some 
of the constra ints may not be as i m p o r t a n t as the others and can be relaxed 
to a cer ta in extent i f possible. Const ra in t sat is fact ion funct ions, wh ich are 
supposed to reflect the degree of sat is fact ion of the constraints, may be con-
s t ruc ted i n a s imi lar manner as the fitness funct ions. Ind iv idua ls of h igher 
constra int sat isfact ion funct ions should have greater chance of surv ival . 
. I t has been ment ioned i n chapter 4 t ha t D P w i t h decomposi t ion by un i ts is 
rare ly used because of the possible v io la t i on of the demand constra int . How-
ever, decomposi t ion by un i ts is a good way to deal w i t h time-dependent con-
straints, e.g. m i n i m u m - u p t ime and m i n i m u m - d o w n t ime. I f we could in t ro-
duce a process wh ich is able to sort ou t those ind iv idua ls sat is fy ing the demand 
constraints, t hen the po ten t ia l of using D P w i t h decomposi t ion by un i ts as the 
basis of the D P X operators is wo r thy of deeper invest igat ion. The theorec-
t i ca l founda t ion is not much unl ike w i t h D P w i t h decomposi t ion by hours. 
I t is w o r t h to look in to whether th is approach is sui table for some par t i cu la r 




A . 1 P r o b l e m A 
Problem A can be found i n [42] in which hybr ided methods of D P and branch & 








A . 1 . 1 P a r a m e t e r s o f G e n e r a t i n g U n i t s 
Table A.1: G loba l data and cost funct ions 
Number of Hours = 24 
Number of Un i t s = 19 
Cost{Y) = J：g,{nX^)+T{X,^uX^)} Vz 
F ( X i ) = E f = i { A _ 7 ( % + M ^ + q ^ ) } V 2 ’ j 
T ( X , _ 1 , X , ) = SU(X,^l,X^)+SD(X^-uX^) Vi 
SU(X,^1,X,) = E j L i A j ( l - e x p ( B , j ^ j ) ) 、hj 
S D { X ^ - u X , ) = 0 V 、 j 
C o n s t r a i n t s 
Power and Demand Constra ints 
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Table A.2: Un i ts Characterist ics 
U n i t j ^ T j aj bj Cj A j B j 
1 15 45 43.980 7.1030 0.0465860 2951 0.025800 
2 15 45 24.922 7.4840 0.0270390 2951 0.025800 
3 15 79 39.582 7.2710 0.0410110 2951 0.025800 
4 20 53 42.016 6.8356 0.0230200 899 0.045400 
5 20 53 42.016 6.8356 0.0230200 899 0.045400 
6 30 105 68.552 5.4530 0.0121670 1827 0.021500 
7 30 105 68.552 5.4530 0.0121670 1827 0.021500 
8 30 105 68.552 5.4530 0.0121670 2177 0.016000 
9 30 105 68.552 5.4530 0.0121670 1037 0.191800 
10 30 130 94.259 5.0250 0.0116850 2229 0.016100 
11 35 167 89.010 5.6787 0.0052060 6178 0.025600 
12 35 167 89.010 5.6787 0.0052060 6178 0.025600 
13 35 167 89.010 5.6787 0.0052060 6178 0.025600 
14 35 167 89.010 5.6787 0.0052060 6178 0.025600 
15 125 388 162.032 5.8581 0.0022687 0 0.000000 
16 200 425 128.230 7.6860 0.0007685 0 0.000000 
17 200 425 128.230 4.6860 0.0007685 0 0.000000 
18 250 670 360.400 6.4870 0.0008270 0 0.000000 
19 250 670 360.400 6.4870 0.0008270 0 0.000000 
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I •! i 
、 Table A.3: Demands over p lann ing hor izon 
Hour i Demand L o a d ( M W ) Hour i Demand L o a d ( M W ) 
1 2040 13 3308 
2 1840 14 3404 
3 1748 15 3436 
4 1692 16 3476 
5 1684 17 3460 
6 1708 18 3400 
7 1924 19 3356 
8 2136 20 3220 
9 2516 21 3168 
10 2856 22 3144 
11 3060 23 2564 
12 3252 24 2351 
M i n i m u m cost calculated i n [42], Bes^A=462162 
A.2 P r o b l e m B 
Problem B can be found in Sample Problem in [21] i n which G A using a window 
operator is used. 
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• 
A . 2 . 1 P a r a m e t e r s o f G e n e r a t i n g U n i t s 
Table A.4: Global data and cost funct ions 
： Number of Hours = 24 
Number of Un i ts = 10 
Cost{Y) 二 Z^^l{F{X^)+T{X^-uX^)} Vi 
F(X, ) 二 E f = i { % > j + b]Pi3 + ^jP^j)} V2, j 
T ( X , _ 1 , X , ) - SU{X^-uX^)+SD(X^-uX^) \/i 
S U ( ^ X h i , X i ) = hot start cost i f ^ i j < cold start hr 
= c o l d start cost otherwise Vz, j 
S D { X ^ - u X ^ ) = 0 VZ， j 
“ 
Constra ints 
Power, Demand, M i n i m u m - U p T ime and M i n i m u m - D o w n T i m e Constraints. 
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Table A.5: Un i ts Characterist ics 
Un i t j Pj Pj a] bj Cj m i n up m i n d o w n (a) (b) (c) (d) 
1 150 455 1000 16.19 0.00048 8 8 4500 9000 5 8 
2 150 455 970 17.26 0.00031 8 8 5000 10000 5 8 
3 20 130 700 16.60 0.00200 5 5 550 1100 4 -5 
4 20 130 680 16.50 0.00211 5 5 560 1120 4 -5 
5 25 162 450 19.70 0.00398 6 6 900 1800 4 -6 
6 20 80 370 22.26 0.00712 3 3 170 340 2 -3 
7 25 85 480 27.74 0.00079 3 3 260 520 2 -3 
8 10 55 660 25.92 0.00413 1 1 30 60 0 -1 
9 10 55 665 27.27 0.00222 1 1 30 60 0 -1 
10 10 55 670 27.79 0.00173 1 1 30 60 0 -1 
(a) hot start cost 
(b) cold start cost 
(c) cold start hour 




Table A.6: Demands over p lann ing hor izon 
Hour i L o a d ( M W ) Hour i L o a d ( M W ) 
I 700 13 1400 
： 2 7 5 0 1 4 1 3 0 0 
3 850 15 1200 
4 950 16 1050 
5 1000 17 1000 
6 1100 18 1100 
7 1150 19 1200 
8 1200 20 1400 
9 1300 21 1300 
10 1400 22 1100 
I I 1450 23 900 
12 1500 24 800 
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